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Abstract—In recent technology nodes, wide guardbands are
needed to overcome reliability degradations due to aging. Such
guardbands manifest as reduced efficiency and performance.
Existing approaches to reduce guardbands trade off aging impact
for increased circuit overhead. By contrast, the goal of this
work is to completely remove guardbands through exploring, for
the first time, application of approximate computing principles
in the context of aging. As a result of naively narrowing or
removing guardbands, timing errors start to appear as transistors
age. We demonstrate that even in circuits that may tolerate
errors, aging can be catastrophic due to unacceptable quality
loss. Furthermore, quantifying such aging-induced quality loss
necessitates expensive (often infeasible) gate-level simulations
of the complete design. We show how nondeterministic aging-
induced timing errors can be converted into deterministic and
controlled approximations instead. We first translate the required
guardband over time into an equivalent reduction in precision for
individual RTL components. We then demonstrate how, based
on pre-characterization of RTL components, we can quantify
aging-induced approximation at the whole microarchitecture
level without the need for further gate-level simulations. Results
show that a 3 bit reduction in precision is sufficient to sustain
10 years of operation under worst-case aging in the context of
an image processing circuit. This corresponds to an acceptable
PSNR reduction of merely 8 dB, while at the same time increasing
area and energy efficiency by 13%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to aging effects, the cost of sustaining reliable operation
of circuits for their projected lifetime is continuously growing,
and it is typically paid in terms of performance [1], [2].
Aging shifts the electrical characteristics of nMOS and pMOS
transistors at operation time. The primary observation is an
increase in threshold voltage (Vth). In turn, ∆Vth slows down
transistors (due to the reduction in their drain current) and
hence prolongs the delay of logic gates. Over time, aging
makes the circuit’s critical path (CP ) larger, as clarified in
Eq. 1 which employs a first-order approximation based on [3].
Therefore, to keep aging effects at bay, including a timing
guardband (tGB) [1], [2], [4] that corresponds to the maximum
delay increase that can be caused by aging during the projected
lifetime is indispensable.
tCP ≤ tclock ⇒ no timing errors X (1)

tCP =
∑

Mi∈CP

tMi
; tMi

∝ 1

(Vdd − Vth −∆Vth)2

tclock(Aging) = tCP (noAging) + tGB

fclock(Aging) < fclock(noAging)⇒ performance loss !
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As shown, including a timing guardband to overcome aging
leads to clocking the design with a lower frequency than its
potential. Hence, a performance loss is incurred, which might
not be tolerated. Several approaches for narrowing guardbands
and hence increasing performance have been proposed [2], [4].
However, existing approaches reduce aging impact at the cost
of other circuit overhead like transistor sizing [5].

Approximate computing has recently emerged as a new
design philosophy challenging the notion that inherently error-
tolerant applications, such as multimedia systems always need
to produce an exact result [6]. Existing approaches deliberately
introduce errors and losses in output quality in exchange for
other design-time aspects. In this work, we aim to explore,
for the first time, opportunities for applying approximate
computing concepts to trade off guardbands for aging-induced
quality degradations over time.

For circuits in which errors can be tolerated, if the impact
on quality due to narrowing or removing required guardbands
can be accurately quantified, designers can have the freedom
to selectively decide when (i.e. at which point of lifetime),
where (i.e. in which RTL component) and how much of
a guardband is employed. Quantifying aging-induced errors
is, however, challenging. Errors due to aging originate from
timing violations when the delay of gates increases. These
timing violations are nondeterministic in the sense that the
effect of aging on gate delays and the triggering of timing
violations on different circuit paths depend on the complete
history of inputs over lifetime and the applied inputs, respec-
tively. Determining where and when errors originate as well
as how they impact overall circuit output requires extremely
time-consuming, if not infeasible, gate-level simulations of a
design under aging and for given stimuli. This is, in fact,
necessary to determine which paths within the netlist will be
subject to timing violations under aging effects. Furthermore,
aging affects all paths and non-uniformly increases their delay
over time. As such, the whole design’s netlist needs to be
analyzed and timing violations can appear in any path, leading
to potentially catastrophic errors or unbounded and intolerable
quality loss. Hence, quantifying aging-induced timing errors
may not be feasible due to complexity and it may not be
feasible to provide boundaries of such errors.

In this work, we propose to narrow or remove guardbands
by converting nondeterministic aging-induced timing errors
into deterministic, controlled and bounded approximations
instead. The most common and effective deterministic approx-
imation strategy to operate typical applications under reduced
timing budgets is to reduce the precision of basic arithmetic
computations [7], [8]. This minimizes quality loss and allows
providing upper bounds on error magnitude. We apply such
approaches in the context of aging. In the process, we de-
velop an effective method to quantify required aging-induced
approximations and their quality impact without the need for
time-consuming gate-level simulations of the complete design.
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Fig. 1. Evaluating the impact of aging-induced errors on the correctness of
adder and multiplier components under balance and worst stresses of aging.
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Fig. 2. Evaluation of the impact of aging-induced errors on image quality.

Our novel contributions within this paper are as follows:
(1) To allow removing guardbands while sustaining reliability,
we demonstrate how aging-related delay increases over time
can be converted into an equivalent reduction in precision
using a methodology that first pre-characterizes individual
RTL components and then determines required approximations
at the whole micro-architecture level without simulations.
(2) With this methodology, we study and quantify the impact
of aging-induced errors and approximations on quality loss
over time under removed or narrowed guardbands. Results
show that, while timing errors lead to unacceptable quality
losses already after 1 year, worst-case aging can be fully
compensated for 10 years by approximations requiring only
small reductions in precision and quality while simultaneously
providing a 13% increase in area and energy efficiency.

II. MOTIVATIONAL CASE STUDY

In the following, we study whether do we really need to
include a guardband even in error-tolerant circuits? We first
investigate the impact of aging-induced timing errors at the
RTL-component level. Here, we study 32-bit adder and multi-
plier components. We then investigate how severe the quality
drop at the microarchitecture level is due to aging-induced
timing errors. We perform these studies for Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) and Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform
(IDCT) circuits as typically employed in multimedia designs
to encode and decode images, respectively. For our analysis,
we first obtained the maximum frequency in the absence of
aging as reported by the synthesis tool. Each circuit (i.e. Adder,
Multiplier, DCT and IDCT) has been synthesized under the
highest optimization effort to achieve the best performance
using the “ultra compile” option from Synopsys. We then
perform a static timing analysis (STA) of the synthesized
netlist under aging. We use the recently proposed, publicly
available aging-aware cell library [4], [9] for this purpose. The
resulting standard delay file (.sdf) is finally used to perform
gate-level simulations of the analyzed circuit under aging
running at its maximum frequency determined in the absence
of aging. This allows us to quantify how aging-induced delay
increase in logic gates can result in errors in the circuit’s
output due to timing violations. We apply 106 values following

a normal distribution as inputs to the adder and multiplier.
In case of the DCT and IDCT, we first encoded and then
decoded a representative image input from the “video trace
library” [10] typically used in multimedia evaluations. For a
wider investigation, we considered a lifetime of 1 to 10 years
to demonstrate how aging-induced errors increase over time.
Furthermore, we also considered worst (i.e. 100% stress) and
balanced (50% stress) cases of aging. An analysis under worst
case of aging is more conservative and provides an upper
bound on aging impact. By contrast, the analysis under the
balance case provides us with a more typical aging impact.

Fig. 1 summarizes our results. The percentage of errors
in the adder and multiplier outputs reaches 20% and 4%
after one year, respectively, and it increases to 28% and 8%,
respectively, after 10 years of worst-case aging. As can be
noticed, the impact of aging can be quite different from one
RTL component to another. Fig. 2 presents the output image
of the DCT-IDCT chain along with corresponding PSNR. As
shown, aging-induced timing errors lead to an unacceptable
drop in quality after just one year and a noisy/useless image
after 10 years, respectively. The probability of error in the
IDCT output reaches 15% and 100% after 1 year and 10 years.
This results in a drop in the quality (w.r.t. PSNR) to 18.5dB
after 1 year and 8dB after 10 years. Note that 30dB is
commonly considered an acceptable image quality [11].

In summary, aging-induced timing violations lead to a high
probability of error and to an unacceptable quality drop. There-
fore, removing guardbands to retain efficiency is not possible
without controlling aging-induced errors and hence converting
them from nondeterministic to deterministic ones. Achieving
this goal through employing approximate computing principles
represents concisely the core of this paper.

III. RELATED WORK

Several approaches have been aimed at reducing the re-
quired guardband to overcome aging. For instance, [12] cap-
tures the most susceptible paths at design time and then forces
the synthesis tool to employ stronger gates/cells along these
paths. The work in [5] proposed an NBTI-aware transistor
re-sizing under multiple operating conditions to compensate
NBTI-induced delay increase while reducing the side-effect
on power. Most recently, the work in [4] proposed aging-
aware logic synthesis of circuits using a so-called degradation-
aware cell library that contains the delay information of
gates/cells under aging effects. An improved version after
modeling the impact of aging on power was proposed in [13].
While these approaches reduce the cost of guardbanding
w.r.t. performance, they all result in higher area, leakage and
dynamic power. Our work is orthogonal to such approaches.
It enables trading off guardbands for precision instead of
traditional design aspects. The authors in [4] showed that
their technique is able to sustain a high image quality even in
the absence of a guardband. However, all existing techniques
still require a guardband to guarantee timing correctness.
Therefore, expensive gate-level simulations are necessary to
evaluate the impact of timing violations under reduced or
removed guardbands. As mentioned earlier, performing such
gate-level simulations may be infeasible. For instance, a gate-
level simulation of the DCT-IDCT chain, which consists of
∼ 2×106 gates, can take around 4 days for a single image
with 1920×1080 resolution on an Intel quad-core Xeon CPU
with 2.9 GHz and 4 GB of RAM.



A range of techniques have been studied for approximate
computing at the hardware level [6]. Early work applied volt-
age overscaling to achieve energy savings, using algorithmic
or architectural extensions to correct, mitigate or strategically
accept associated timing errors [14]–[16]. However, none of
the existing work has considered effects of timing errors due to
aging. More recently, approximations through controlled logic
simplifications in fundamental arithmetic building blocks, such
as adders and multipliers have been explored [7], [8], [17].
This can improve both area and switching activity as well
as reduce errors and delays, but, again, relationships with
aging have not been investigated. A plethora of approximate
adders and multipliers have been proposed in recent years [6].
Our work is orthogonal to and allows applying any such
component approximations. Without loss of generality, we use
precision reduction through truncation of least significant bits
(LSBs) as generic approximation technique in this paper.

IV. CHARACTERIZING AGING-INDUCED APPROXIMATIONS
AT THE RTL COMPONENT LEVEL

As explained in Section I and Eq. 1, aging increases the
delay of logic gates and hence leads to longer maximum delays
and critical paths of combinational RTL components. There-
fore, the initial clock period, tclock(noAging) determined at
design time in the absence of aging can not be sustained
later in a design’s lifetime. However, when we reduce the
precision of a component, its initial delay reduces as the
critical path becomes potentially shorter. As such, the aging-
induced delay (i.e. the required guardbands) and the total delay
after aging also become smaller. We can therefore characterize
individual combinational RTL components to relate a de-
crease in their aging-induced and total delays to an equivalent
reduction in precision. From this, we create a library of
such RTL components pre-characterized for aging. Following
standard approximation requirements, we perform such pre-
characterization for all datapath components, where we assume
that control blocks/stages are separated and protected against
aging through traditional means, such as stronger gates.
Estimating aging-induced delay increase: Due to recovery
and healing effects in aging, the total number of defects, which
defines the final impact of aging on the transistor’s delay –
represented by ∆Vth as shown in Eq. 1 – is determined by
the stress factor (S), which corresponds to the ratio between
how long the transistor was under stress and how long it was
under recovery. In general, estimating the impact of aging can
be done either under worst- or actual-case aging as follows:

Worst-case aging: Every transistor is under the highest aging
stress in which S = 100%. Hence, the maximum ∆Vth will be
induced. Even through this analysis is definitely conservative
(if not unrealistic), it is in fact necessary to provide us with
the maximum possible delay increase due to aging independent
of the activities under which the RTL component will later be
employed. Note that protecting the circuit against worst-case
aging provides a guarantee that no timing errors due to aging
will ever occur during the projected lifetime.

Actual-case aging: The switching activities caused by inputs
applied to the RTL component are considered to determine
the actual S per transistor and hence the actual ∆Vth. This
analysis provides us with the delay increase due to aging under
a certain set of inputs. Since this analysis is dependent on the
input data, we consider two cases in our work: 1) input data
following a normal distribution, which aims to be independent
of a specific application scenario, and 2) input data extracted
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Fig. 3. Characterization of aging-induced component approximations linking
the delay of components under aging to an equivalent reduction in precision.

from a specific running application. Note that we selected a
normal distribution as being representative for typical image
processing data. However, our proposed characterization is not
limited to a specific kind of data distribution.

To estimate the aging-induced delay increase in an
RTL component, we first synthesize it using the original
(i.e. degradation-unaware) cell library. This provides us with
maximum delay in the absence of aging. Such delay, in
practice, is the timing constraint that must be fulfilled during
lifetime despite aging effects. Then, we annotate the netlist
according to the targeted case of aging stress. The annotation
can be done either evenly when worst-case aging is targeted
(i.e. all transistors are indexed with 100%), or, when actual-
case aging is targeted, by annotating the netlist with the
averaged estimated S caused by the switching activities due
to the applied input set. Afterwards, we perform STA of the
annotated netlist along with the aforementioned degradation-
aware cell library [4] which is publicly available at [9]. This
library contains the delay information of logic gates under
(11×11) different stress factors of pMOS/nMOS transistors.
Creating library of aging-induced approximations: For a
given RTL component Cj with a bit-width of Nj , we can
iteratively reduce its precision until we reach a specific point
(Kj<Nj) at which the component’s delay under aging is able
to fulfill the initial critical path delay, as Eq. 2 demonstrates:

tCj (Aging,Kj) ≤ tCj (noAging,Nj) : Kj<Nj (2)
⇒ uncontrolled timing errors→ controlled approximation X

⇒ no added guardband→ no efficiency loss X

tCj (Aging,Kj) and tCj (noAging,Nj) are the aged and un-
aged delays of component Cj at reduced precision Kj and full
precision Nj , respectively. Fig. 3 demonstrates the required
steps of our proposed characterization. Fig. 3(a) shows the
general flow for creating our proposed library of aging-induced
approximations. Fig. 3(b) shows how the aging-induced delay
increase is estimated either under the worst- or actual-case of
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Fig. 5. Stress factors under actual-case aging considering inputs from a normal
distribution and from the IDCT resulting in very similar stress distributions.

aging. The latter necessitates gate-level simulations as clarified
in Fig. 3(c). Note that gate-level simulations to characterize
RTL components under actual-case aging are a one-time effort
with much smaller complexity than at the full microarchi-
tecture level. For instance, full characterization of our mul-
tiplier and adder took less than an hour. The aforementioned
characterization to convert the aging-induced delay increase
into an equivalent precision reduction is performed offline for
different individual RTL components in order to build a library
of aging-induced approximations. Such a library enables us
later, when we study a whole microarchitecture, to determine
for every existing RTL component the required reduction in
its precision to meet required timing constraints.

Fig. 4 shows an example of our characterization of a 32×32
bit adder. We consider both worst- and actual-case aging. For
the latter, we use stimuli from a normal distribution as well
as inputs extracted from an IDCT decoding a sample image.
As shown, reducing the precision enables us to compensate
the aging-induced delay increase. For instance, reducing the
precision by merely 2 bits allows us to narrow the required
guardband by 31%. Reducing the precision further down to
24 bits will be sufficient to completely remove the guardband
until 1 year of worst-case aging. Precision needs to be reduced
down to 22 bits for a reliable operation (i.e. without any aging-
induced timing errors) over 10 years without adding any guard-
band. However, considering actual-case (instead of worst-case)
aging provides us with a less conservative precision reduction
of only 8 bits. Note, however, that considering actual-case of
aging will not provide a guarantee that timing errors will never
occur during the projected lifetime.
Sufficiency of considering normal distribution: From the
analysis in Fig. 3 we observe that, when performing the char-
acterization under the actual-case aging, considering normally
distributed inputs versus inputs extracted from the application
provides identical results w.r.t. precision reduction. This is

because the corresponding aging-induced delay is very similar.
Such similarity is due to similar stress factors distributions
between different input stimuli. This is confirmed by the
histograms of S shown in Fig. 5. Both histograms are similar
and hence the induced delay increase in gates will be similar
as well. As such, it is generally sufficient to employ artificial
inputs for characterization. We repeated this analysis for a
32×32 multiplier showing similar conclusions.

All in all, the required characterization of an RTL compo-
nent to convert aging-induced timing errors (under the actual-
case) into approximations can be performed independent from
the running application. Alternatively, worst-case aging can be
considered. Hence, it is guaranteed that the applied approx-
imation prevents any aging-induced timing error independent
from the usage of the component.

V. QUANTIFYING AGING-INDUCED APPROXIMATIONS AT
THE RTL MICROARCHITECTURE LEVEL

In this section, we demonstrate how aging-induced delay
increases at the component level can be converted into ap-
proximations for a whole microarchitecture design. In the
following, we explain our proposed process step by step, and
we summarize all steps in Fig. 6. Note that our approach
is general and does not depend on a specific approximation
technique, as long as the technique allows trading off between
precision and delay. In this paper, we applied our approach to
integer arithmetic as most of the approximation techniques in
literature have been explored in this space. However, as long
as techniques are available that satisfy the condition of trading
off accuracy for delay, our approach can be equally applied to
other circuits, such as floating point arithmetic.
Obtaining timing constraints: We first synthesize the design
to obtain its critical path (CP ) delay in the absence of aging
(tCP (noAging)). This represents the required timing con-
straint that the whole design must fulfill during its projected
lifetime (e.g., 10 years) and under the targeted aging stress
condition (e.g., worst-case aging).
Aging estimation: We then preform an aging-aware STA
for the whole design to obtain the delay of every combina-
tional datapath block Bk within the RTL design under aging
(tBk

(Aging)). This allows us to calculate the available timing
slack tBk

(Slack) = tCP (noAging) − tBk
(Aging) between

the timing constraint and the delay under aging for every
register-transfer block. This timing slack tells us whether
timing violations may occur as this block ages during lifetime.
Our selective approximation: A negative time slack
(i.e. tBk

(Slack) < 0) means that timing violations will occur
in the corresponding block. Hence, we need to convert aging-
induced timing errors into approximations. To achieve that,
we employ our pre-built library (see Section IV) to select the
required precision reduction with which the existing time slack
is compensated. We assume that every block Bk contains one
RTL database component Cj . In practice, glue and steering
logic also exist. However, a reduction in the precision of Cj

will result in a proportional decrease in complexity and delay
of such glue logic after synthesis. As such, we use the relative
slack tBk

(relSlack) = tBk
(Slack)/tCP (noAging) of block

Bk to determine the precision Kj ≤ Pj < Nj that will achieve
the same relative delay reduction tCj

(Aging, Pj) ≤ (1 +
tBk

(relSlack)) × tCj
(noAging,Nj) in component Cj . De-

pending on how large the existing time slack is, the precision
reduction can be either up to Kj (i.e. the maximum precision
reduction to fully compensate aging) or smaller. When the time
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Fig. 6. Overview of applying aging-induced approximations to an RTL design.

slack is positive (i.e. tBk
(Slack) ≥ 0), there is no need for any

approximations as aging will not cause any timing violations.
Hence, the component stays at its full precision (i.e. Pj = Nj).
Therefore, in practice, the different RTL components within a
microarchitecture design may have different reductions in their
precision or may not be approximated at all.
Validation: After determining the required Pj for every
component, we modify the RTL design accordingly. We then
synthesize the design and perform an aging-aware STA and a
functional RTL simulation to ensure that the timing and quality
constraints are met. Note that there is a very small likelihood –
even though we had not observed such a case in our evaluation
– that small negative timing slacks remain. This can be due
to either aging-induced delay increases or less-than-estimated
impact of precision reductions in the glue logic surrounding
RTL components. In such a case, changing the precision and/or
adding a small timing guardband to compensate slack will be
necessary. However, such a guardband will be significantly
smaller than the original case when no approximations are
applied. If final quality is not sufficient, precision can be
increased and a resulting guardband be similarly added.

VI. EVALUATION AND COMPARISONS

We first present results about aging-induced approximations
at the RTL component level. Then, we demonstrate our
methodology of converting guardbands into aging-induced ap-
proximations at the whole microarchitecture level. We employ
Synopsys Design Compiler for synthesis along with its STA
tool to calculate maximum delay of a circuit. The power
analysis has been also done using Synopsys tool after taking
the switching activities induced by the simulated input stimuli
into account. As mentioned before, to estimate the impact of
aging, we employed the publicly available, degradation-aware
cell libraries from [4], [9] which are based on the 45nm open-
source NanGate library [18]. These libraries are compatible
with the Synopsys tool flows and contain the delay information
of various cells under different aging stress conditions. During
synthesis, we use the “ultra compile” Synopsys option to
achieve the best possible optimization w.r.t. performance. We
employ Mentor ModelSim as RTL and gate-level simulator.
Note that gate-level simulations are only necessary to estimate
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switching activities for one-time component characterization
under actual-case aging.
RTL component level: We target three different RTL compo-
nents: an adder, a multiplier and a multiply-accumulate (MAC)
unit. We selected a width of 32 bits as base precision for each
example. We characterize each component under the worst-
case (WC) aging for a lifetime of 1 and 10 years as explained
in Section IV. To reduce precision, we use truncation of LSBs
as approximation method in our experiments. Note, however,
that our methodology is general and supports application of
arbitrary component approximations. Fig. 7 shows characteri-
zation results for the multiplier and MAC. Adder results have
been previously presented in Section IV. For the multiplier and
MAC, reducing the precision by only 1 bit results in narrowing
the guardband by 29% and 80%, respectively, after 10 years
of worst-case aging stress. Reducing the multiplier precision
by 2 bits further narrows its 10-year guardband down to 79%.
Finally, reducing the precision of multiplier and MAC by 2 and
3 bits is sufficient to fully compensate aging after 1 and 10
year(s) of worst-case stress, respectively. This shows that there
is a large design freedom to trade off the employed guardband
for a gradual precision and hence quality reduction. Note that
in the case of the adder, a larger precision reduction (6 and 8
bits for 1 and 10 years, respectively) was necessary as shown
in Fig. 4. This demonstrates how different RTL components
necessitate different reductions in precision over time when
aging-induced timing errors are converted into approximations.
RTL microarchitecture level: We use the IDCT from Sec-
tion II as RTL design example. We apply our proposed
methodology in Section V to convert the aging guardband
into approximations. In the context of our studied IDCT,
the multiplier is the component in the critical path, which
has a negative relative timing slack of -8.3% after worst-
case aging for 10 years. Results from our library and final
validation show that it is sufficient to reduce the precision
of the multiplier by 3 bits to fully compensate for such
aging effects. Other RTL components have enough timing
slack to remain at their full precision without needing any
approximations. In Fig. 8(a), we show a comparison of IDCT
delays between the aging-unaware (i.e. original) design and
our aging-induced approximations. As can be seen, after
converting aging-induced delay increases into approximations,
our design fulfills the required timing constraint in all aging
cases. Therefore, no timing errors will occur during operation
and only our induced approximations will contribute to the
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Fig. 9. Examples of images when applying our aging-induced approximations
after 10 years of worst-case aging.

drop in image quality. Fig. 8(b) shows the PSNR (which is
a typical metric used to represent image quality) for vari-
ous images decoded by an IDCT when our aging-induced
approximations are implemented. PSNR was obtained from
RTL simulations, which required a few seconds each on our
quad-core 2.9GHz Xeon machine. Even for an image with
1920×1080 resolution, the required RTL simulation takes less
than 3 minutes. Note that quantifying aging-induced timing
errors (instead of approximations) using gate-level simulations
would need 4 days. The examined images for this analysis
were obtained from the “video trace library” [10], which is
a standard benchmark for multimedia evaluations. A lifetime
of 10 years under worst-case aging was used to determine
approximations and thus present the lower boundary of PSNR.
PSNR on average merely drops by 8db and it is above 30db in
all images except one (“mobile”), where it is slightly below.
Examples of obtained images are presented in Fig. 9. As
noticed, even for the “mobile” image with 28db PSNR, image
quality is still very good and noise is hardly observable.

We further compare our results against the state-of-the-
art approach from [4]. We already employ their released
degradation-aware cell libraries in our work. The work in [4]
proposed an aging-aware logic synthesis approach in which
their cell libraries are employed to synthesize a circuit netlist
more resilient against aging. Fig. 8(c) presents our achieved
savings in terms of area, performance, power and energy
compared to their aging-aware logic synthesis. Due to the
removed guardband, our design is 11% faster. In addition,
using aging-induced approximations results in 14% and 4%
less leakage and dynamic power consumption, respectively.
This translates into 13% energy savings. This is because when
we reduce precision, logic complexity is reduced and fewer
logic gates will be required (13% area saving). Thus, both
leakage power and switching activity are reduced. As such,
converting guardbands into approximations not only improves
performance, but, instead of incurring overhead, allows us to
inherit additional approximate computing benefits.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated how approximate computing
principles can be applied towards increasing the efficiency of

circuits while overcoming aging. We demonstrated how aging-
induced delay increases resulting in nondeterministic and
catastrophic timing errors can be compensated by deterministic
and controlled reductions in precision. We further provide an
effective approach to determine required precision reductions
and quantify resulting quality losses without time-consuming
(if not infeasible) gate-level simulations. This is a paradigm
shift providing designers a new degree of freedom to narrow
or remove guardbands in exchange for degradations in quality,
which, instead of increasing, reduce area and power overhead.
Hence, precision in error-tolerant circuits can be traded off
with performance and efficiency while sustaining reliability.
By applying approximations adaptively we can envision future
systems that gradually degrade in quality as they age over time.
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